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Chapter 8

Yang Yu quickly took off his shoes, pinched his feet, so as not to
make a sound when walking, and put his ears on his cousin's door.

This listen, Yang Yu's body is boiling, the room constantly rhythmic
voice came out, yes, this is the voice of cousin. How can my cousin
steal a man in broad daylight while everyone is away?

The wonderful sound of MMM is getting faster and louder. Yang
Yu's heart is about to jump out. It's so nice to hear. He thinks that his
cousin's bed call is so enchanting.

Yang Yu wants to bump into the door and press his cousin under
him.

The voice became more and more rapid, and it seemed that it was
coming to the top. Yang Yu couldn't help it any longer, and his heart
was already itching.

Yang Yu's heart is all kinds of suffering, but envies the man in the
room, even can do his own cousin, is really taken advantage of.

Yang Yu's brain turns, the two younger sister's room and cousin's
room are not the same balcony, and last night the two younger
sister's key is still here.

I was so happy that I went to the second sister's room with my shoes.
I gently took out the key and opened the door carefully. I didn't dare
to make a sound. Now my cousin didn't know that she and the third
sister had come home from school.

At this time, the door opened, and the groan stopped. Yang Yu
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regretted that. Oh, my cousin must have found her family back.

Just when Yang Yu was annoyed, there was another hum. Yang Yu
was relieved, quietly closed the door and walked to the balcony step
by step. Yang Yu's heart is full of joy. He can not only hear his
cousin's voice, but also have a look at her. Don't mention how
exciting her heart is.

At ordinary times, this cousin is upright and can't imagine what she
would look like in bed. Just as Yang Yu was gloating and elated,
when he looked at the window, he suddenly felt cold from head to
foot and pulled the curtain. Yang Yu was extremely disappointed.

When he was about to leave, he suddenly found that the curtain was
not so tight, and there seemed to be a gap on the other side. This
discovery made Yang Yu overjoyed, and God left a door for him.

Yang Yu whole body down, like a dog, climbed through the window,
and then stood up against the wall, this action, like an agent. Deep
breath, immediately you can see the real body of cousin, I do not
know how excited.

Little by little, Yang Yu leans out and breathes. His heart beats
wildly and his desire is suppressed. His eyes are getting closer and
closer to the curtain. Finally, Yang Yu looks into the room through a
gap in the curtain.

Limited vision, only saw half of the cousin's body, what man in the
room, only a cousin, the original cousin from that what comfort!

Think of this, Yang Yu want to die heart have, cousin you so
uncomfortable, cousin immediately rushed in to help you.

Cousin Yuanxi is lying flat on the bed with her back to the window.
She can't see her face, only the back of her head. She is wearing a
coat, but her body is covered with any appearance, showing her two
beautiful legs.

Yang Yu's eyes are wide open, and he is not willing to blink, so as
not to miss any good play. However, no matter how Yang Yu shifts



his perspective, he can't see the sexy zone.

Hateful coat, Yang Yu almost scolded out, cousin wearing a little
long coat, almost covered the whole area.

Yang Yu bent over and couldn't turn her eyes to listen. Suddenly, her
cousin's voice became faster and faster, and her whole body
trembled completely. She saw that the frequency of her hands was
also fast. Then, she suddenly stopped and twitched.

The whole body of my cousin stood up, kicking the leaflets with
both legs, holding the sheet tightly in one hand and holding it hard.
It was obvious that my cousin had reached the peak, and Yang Yu
could not help but look at it for a long time.

Yang Yu can't help it at last.

Three steps into two steps, a few seconds, to the cousin's door.

Bang bang!

Yang Yu was short of breath and knocked on the door three times.
After the climax of her cousin Yuanxi, she was paralyzed on the bed
like a dead man. Suddenly, she heard a knock on the door and was
startled.

"Who?" Yuan Xi is surprised to ask a way, looking for underwear
everywhere in a hurry, but don't know by oneself just kicked where.

"Yes, my cousin!" Yang Yu replied.

"Oh, you're back. I'll open the door right away." Yuanxi was nervous
and confused. She thought that the groan just now would not be
heard by her cousin. She would lose face and get home. But at this
time, she couldn't find her damned underwear. She didn't think much
about it. She didn't want to wear underwear, so she wore jeans
directly.

The door was opened and Yuanxi's hair was in a mess.



"Why are you back so early?" Yuanxi asked with a smile, but she
was in a panic. She glanced at her room. Oh, my God, the
underpants were under the bed. From here, she could see clearly.
What's more, the sheets were wet.

Yuanxi stands in front of Yang Yu in a hurry, blocking his vision
and smiling.

"What's your cousin doing in the room by herself?" Yang Yu knows
well and asks.

He originally wanted to rush into the room without saying a word,
and forced on his cousin. But when he saw her lovely appearance,
especially when she laughed, she was extremely beautiful. Yang Yu
gave up the idea of beast again. If such a beautiful cousin could not
willingly give her a hand, she would only rape her once, which
would be too cruel."No, no, I just went to bed. OK, wake up. Let's
go down." Yuanxi has been blocking in front of Yang Yu, for fear
that his cousin would see his underwear under the bed and the pool
of juice on the sheet.

Yang Yu laughed and joked: "the appearance of my cousin just
waking up is really beautiful!"

"You have such a sweet mouth. You'd better think about how to help
your cousin repent." Women are born to be coaxed, like to listen to
good words, this cousin's mouth is so sweet, also listen to their own
heart.

Yang Yu looks at his cousin's back when she goes downstairs. He
moves his butt. He wants to have perspective eyes to see if his
cousin is still wet.

My aunt and uncle went to the mountain, but they didn't come back.
My third sister and cousin took on the responsibility of cooking. In
the countryside, almost every girl contracted farm work at home,
while boys needed to go up the mountain to cut firewood, farm and
other heavy work.

Yang Yu has been thinking about how to get this cousin and make



her willing. Obviously, Yang Yu can't wait. At night, just tonight,
Yang Yu decides to seduce his cousin with his manly body.

My uncle seems to be in a bad mood every day. When he comes
back, there is another burst of anger, which will infect everyone and
make the mood of the whole family fall into the abyss.

"The fry was definitely stolen by stupid Er Niu. Hum, I dare to steal
my fish. Let's see how I deal with you." Uncle biting teeth, was
stolen fry, in the heart extremely angry, this fry just bought with
Yuanxi's betrothal gift.

"You don't have evidence, don't talk nonsense!" The little aunt
unloaded the firewood, obviously had scruples to uncle's guess.

"What's wrong with me? Our fish farm is under their house. Since
the widow died of her husband, her life has been very hard. That
stupid Er Niu is a fool. Every time she sees a fish, she laughs and
wants to steal it. But I didn't expect that she is so cruel that she won't
let go of the fry. I have to go to the widow to settle the accounts. I
don't know what kind of wild seed she gave birth to." The more my
uncle said, the more angry he was. Bah, he spat and couldn't breathe.

"Mom and Dad, eat first." If it's too clever for my uncle and sister to
cook, it's not the best way to comfort them.

At the dinner table, everyone only eats their own food, and no one
dares to talk, for fear that it will be related to them.

At this time, the three cousins put a piece of food into Yang Yu's
bowl.

"Cousin, eat my cooking!" The third sister showed a shy and lovely
smile.

"Bribe my cousin so soon?" My cousin joked with a smile.

"No bribe." Third cousin blushed and lowered her head. She was so
happy that she ate her own food. From time to time, she had to peek
at Yang Yu. Every time she looked at Yang Yu, her heart was warm.



"Are you in this class The little aunt asked.

"Well, I'll take good care of her." Yang Yu said with a smile, at the
same time looked at Yunxi, Yunxi also happened to look, two
people four eyes a pair, Yunxi quickly lowered his head.

"That's good, Yunxi eat quickly, go upstairs to do homework, let
your cousin teach you well, maybe you can take a good high school,
go to college, just like your cousin." The more she said, the happier
she was, and the whole person was happy.

"Well! What's her score? It's not enough to cram your teeth. Even if
you take the first place in the whole school, our village school has
been the last one in the whole school for seven consecutive years.
It's a shame. Hum Uncle not good angry said.

"Dad, that's not necessarily. I'm good at my cousin." Cousin Yuanxi
interjects, only two younger sisters take care of their own meals.

Uncle looked at Yang Yu, disdain, and turned to eat their own meal,
sandwiched vegetables, suddenly said: "by the way, the next
village's silly two dog his father, next week will come to our family
to propose, you are ready to next."

As soon as the words came out, everyone put down their bowls and
chopsticks.

"Why are you so surprised? It's a matter of time. " Only my uncle
was eating with vegetables.

"I will not marry! Don't marry! Don't marry My cousin's face
immediately changed. She put down the chopsticks and did not eat
any rice. She ran back to the room crying.

"Hum!! I can't help you! " My uncle gave a cold hum.

Looking at his cousin crying, Yang Yu is also very angry. His uncle
is crazy about money. This is selling his daughter, regardless of his
daughter's happiness. What's more, how can such a beautiful cousin



marry that silly second dog to be his daughter-in-law?

No, it can't! Yang Yu decided to find a way to make the marriage
yellow.
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